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Introduction
BATIC is a teaching device for demonstration of and
experimentation with 11 Basic Automata Theory In Cybernetics
or CoI1munications 11 .,
B.ATIC can be considered a kind of primitive digital compu.-1:;er ,,
but is not des:tgned to perform any specific arit:hmeticaJ.
computationse Its primary purpose is to provide vivid
experiences of some behavioral consequences of comr.�unication
which are the declared subject of cyberneticse Com..�unications
and its implications are basic to very many doma:tns of
scientific inquiry, a fact which is often not realized and
fre�uently treated only ad abstractumo
BATIC will be of great value in teaching fundamental concepts
of cybernetics, general systems theo:r;J, simulation processes,
comPunication theory, information theor-J, abstract design,
etc ., Especially, BATIC would be of assistance in lectures
in any of the co111I11:unication oriented disciplines such as
the social sciences, the behavioral sciences, the biological
sciences c and be of help in philosophy of science as wellc
BATIC consists essentially of a set of units each of v,hich
can be program.ed and coupled in numerous ways such that the
whole can be made to show a great number of behaviors., 1'hese
behaviors are represented visually, for instance as describin1;
a path -'Ghrou.gh a behavior space of electric lights"' So:rie of
the typical processes which can be demonstrated are given
in chapters 3 and 4, 'J:hey range from "transm.ission of
information in the presence of noise" to "corrective
behavior n involving feedback and exhibiting various "f'orms
of si;abili ty 11 as a consequence thereof o
:SATIC 1 s VD.lue is most obvlous to educators v1ishing to

1.J,I10nst:..:a:te oe:ctain. ideas
ancl synthesis of elem.entary systems imrol vin{1' uor•m11111:·,.e3;t;:L0�n..
TIATIC 1 s behav:l.o:c· ca'l"J., f'or instance i be recor · ed and tihe
:protocol so olrtainea. be Sllbseq1J.ent1y subjected to a-11alysj_s
Or 1 the stude:n·t can use BATIC to test his solution to

given problems by ru.'rming the specified behavio:r and

communication on BATIC and judge V!Thether it was correctly

solved., BATIC could moreover be an interesting educational
·toy" Its almos-t inexhaus JGib:Le combinatorial :possibtli ties
leaves much room for

experimentation and surpriseso

The idea of S1..1ch a teaching device is no·t entirely novel"'
Numerous mechanical computing kits v1hich can be made to
perform some elenentary algebraical or logical operations
are already on the toy markl'�to They are� hmYever., inadeouate1;\
equipped for• the type of :problems wi -'Gh vvhich :BATIC 1s
concernedo For the principal idea I a.:m indepted to
Wo Ross Ashby \Vho used in his lectures on cyberne-tics a
"black box il vrtth v.rhich he could :most ccmpeten·Uy ur1c1 vividly
demonstrate some bastes of the science of communic:at:i.on and
control8
'rhe outllnE: f'or BA'rIC which follows, refers only to ·the
first :fevi' prJ.nt1.ry oomponentso JG. though the i:5rea.t ir;structioz:,,::,,1
·,ralue ca.:n a.l:ready be a.sseverated at this point� experiences
"' ·,•tht::i7• r., -� ,'] ·1· ·!- -'i rc ,,:,
·f'orn
, ,./ 'hu i:::i
· --1-i..1·
-i ,,.. ;::.c·
· _ ,,:--�, t-r-a·.L..Ll
.........
· - """' I u•...
_ .... v ..,� c:;Ju. ... �...._ •.t r.L1,..)
.:::il1o"
- �i.! ,.Si''c:,•A·e•
eJ ....., u nle,..
V c•c:>1
.,c:;..,.�J...
w. ld ',1
t.

::J

:::.J.&.,

3,:-r:•e oogr ;estecL
1

It ts:; howevor 9 intendi7ld to :includ.2 �1.ew and

,no:t'e co:m.ponents in order to reprosent more con.p.lex types
o:f cow1.u.nJ.ca

:ms behs,vior,,
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Abstractly specified requirement
BATIC 9 s components are required to be capable of embodying
at least the :following:
a)

Several sets each of n binary elements, here denoted
by capital letters I, J 9 K, L, etco
Each set represents n stateso

b)

A set o:f mappings;uu over one step in time defined as
follows:

I ! J!------;0

u = 1, 2,

c)

e = X 9 y, z,.

A set of transformations 'nv over one step in time each
determining a probability distribution over the states
in Lo The set of probability distributions range from
perfect ra..'11.domness to nearly certainty.. In uncertainty
measures (Shannon), the set of distributions range from
H(L)=Hmax to approXimately H(L)= 0
G

d)

r\

set of mappings 111 involving no step in time ? defined
between nay -�wo of the sets nf:lJIJ.ed above"
A
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.An illustrative example
Let a primitive social group be.composed of three members
X, Y, and Z, inter-acting with each other through well·
defined channels of communication in an environmental
setting E"
Some of the questions which may immediately a.rize are:
What constraints does.a group network impose on the behavior
of each of its component members?
What collectively determined behavior will finally evolve
if the communicators.are long enough in interaction?
Can stability of the group structure be achieved under the
assumed conditions? What are the determinants of various
types of stability and how will an alteration of these
conditions effect the group process?
Let the behavior of each of the communicators be characteri
zable by a set of preferences formulated on the basis of the
perceived social context which is composed of the other
communicators present activity. A typical preference
commitment by one of the communicators could be:
11 If Y does /3 and Z does o 9
I prefer to leave the
X;
activityO!' in which I am currently engaged and
vdll do 0( "
All such assertions of X's preferential commitments amount
in fact to defining a mapping o:f the gen·eral form ),f: I•J�K
Such a mapping can be represented in terns of' the following
matrix:
1
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X's conditionaJ. preference, the ·$.:ctivity
which X will assume·;,:.after the �e?ft
step�
-'
-

\
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be
·..T}le preference oommitments of each communicator could)then
' � - ..�r8:pre sente d by one of' :SA!f!IO • s components. capable of ..4,..-,coeptin�
the respective mapping_.,M .. The aommu.nication channels ·'ijetween
these c()mponents can be reaJ.ized by the mapping A._..as ·1·�fined
in the previous chapter .. .An exam.ple of the way a tria� of
communicators can be represented by BATIC 's components: is
.'

.pio-tured here:

_____

z
E

--.:----li!ll-i

ez

IzcJ z

,.Mz-Kz

,,:
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For the sake of' simplicity of' the illustration it is assumed
that each of the com;7l.nicators correctly perceives what the
other is currently doingo This implies that A is an identity
mapping, describing perfect transmission without loss in
detail or confusion of perceived activities, and can he
omitted from the graphical representationo For the same
reason the size n of' the repertoire of activities avail.able
to each group member may be only three. The.concretely
specified preferences for the communicators is the foll.owing:
Communicator X wants to maintain his activity bttt does not
want to give the appearance of copying the communicator Za
He thus changes if and only if the activity he assumes is
identical with the activity of Zo In matrix representation:
a
a c
b
C

C

Kz
b c
a a
C
b
C a

Communicator Y accepts some sort of majority vote as a
criterion for his pref'erenceo If X and Z agree in their
assumed activity, he will do the same, otherwise he chooses
some other activity;

/Ay

••

�

a
b

C

a
a

Kz

b
a
C
b
a b

C

b

C
C

Communicator Z is sensitive to the environmental situation
or to the instructions by an experimentere He does three
kinds of things dGpending on Eo (a) he prefers to continue
a particular activity whatever X and/or Y doeso (b) he prefers
some activity which Y does not assume� and (c) he just copies
what Y did previously:

7
Tf

1Az
./,

�
e

E

-·y

a

b

C

a

11

�b

b

b

r,
,.,

C

a

a b
b

C

Al though the number of activi·ties available to each grpu.p
:m,ember is 1..mrealist;j_cally small, a..t7.d the assui_ned pref'e,;rence
stru.ctu.re ex-&'1:'emely primitive, a :prediction of the outcome
of' the interaction :process seems almost impossible

when the

ass'U.Illptions are stated only verbally .. 13.ATIC would now-1:re

capable of demonstrating com-_prehensively what will hap;9en,,
If the behavior of the com.m.unicators is vr..ci tten in terrns of
a program. which is acceptable im EATIC • s uni ts, and i:f these
units are coupled according to the assumed co:mm:1J11ica·!;�on
network ,, the group -neha:vj_o:r can be made observable and
reproducable .. This of'fers the poss:ibili·l.iy of' a.emonstrEtting
some of ·t;he fu...11a.amental consequences of co:mnn.u1ica·tio11 · \vi tllou:t
going into complex ma thematical formulations and .suggests
answers ·t;o some of ·!;he questions listed earlier., .Even wi·th
these si.m:ple asm...un.ptions the compu:!:;ation and :presentation of
-the implied d;ynamics ca:.i'l become rather painstaking on
paper ., A brief description of the solution· :follows o
Simplified diagram of immediate effects of the above
specified situ.ation i

,,\-----:------'
K
Z

'°

K
X

Inpu·t
to X

J
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Description of the behavioral consequences:
If the environment E asSUJues the activity a, ioe o the
com..municator Z does not accept any information from X or
from Y, the group quicldy achieves an agreement concerning
its collective aotivityo At least after the second step
each member establishes congruency between his preferenc e
and his assumed activityo
If Eis at b, ioe., the communicator Z is determined to
prefer something other then Y does at the moment, such a
mutually agreed upon activity can not be accomplished�,
The pecularities of the comnunication network and the
distribution of preferences :forces the group members to
change their activity according to a pattern which resu.lts
in an oscillation of the group behavior., For illustration
this behavior may be represented sagittally:
<fgh7 is to be read:
Z asSUI!les "h 11,.

X assumes "f", Y assumes "g", and

The diagram makes clear that the oscillation evolves after
at least seven stepso For the conn..�unicators Y and Z the
change of activities which they assu.:m.e S1.1bsequently ranges
over their whole repertoireo
In case E takes c, there are not two equilibria as in the
above situations, but five toward which the group may
converge depending on their initially assumed activity o
I.:n 52% of the cases in which the communicator Z copies the
activity which Y occupies 9 congruence between preference and

(
J

9

assumed activity oan be accomplished for all members. In the
remaining cases the group behavior alternates between two
states. The resulting oscillation which imposes on each
member a constraint in form of a rega.1.ar sequence of' assumed
activities is by f'ar less complex than under the condition
that E does bo The< finaJ.ly utilized activities range only
over parts of the repertoire of possible aotivitieso
A theoretical interpretation and generalizations f'rom the
demonstration seem futile at this pointo The contribution
BATIC can make f'or an understanding of the dynamics implicit
in given communication structures seem sufficiently clear
at this pointo

I
J

lo
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Samples of demonstrations
Examples of behavior types which can be demonstrated by

are su.gaested in this chapter. The demonstrations
are represented in-terms of the simplified diagram� of
ilnmediate effects as used in the previous ohaptero That
is, notations which would only complicate the picture are
omittedo Furthermore the following conventions are

BA.TIC

adopted:

.An arrow vri thout labeled origin pointing

to

an input I

denotes manipulability of that input by an experimenter o
Outputs are denoted

JSc, Ky,

and K respectively.,
z

All sets I and K are observable, sets labeled

are noto
C is

reserved

otherw··1se

to denote a set whose state remains invariant o

All components of product se·lis are such that th9ir initial

state can be determined

An

by the

experimenter ..

unnamed arrow denotes an identity

mapping

�o
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Simple machines:

Simple transducer

�-1

I • C

Isolated machine

y

Machine with input {Ashby's Black Box)

z.

Dem.onstration of:

mapping, simplification, eQuivocation
the law of irrecoverable variety
confluence
basin
types of stability: stabJJe state 9 cycle

'

I

12
Coupled systems

Coupled transducer

ir:;+l = /11y ( fG0 CJ_)
K:+2 = .1''Izv"1y(rto Cl)o 02)
Coupled isolated system

KX ° K
y

Demonstration o�:

encoding and decoding
ser�'. ).1 transmission
:Lnr}ividual. equilibria vs"' joint equilibr .,

13
Partly observable systems:

Hidden steering
A

° C

Richly connected network
D

o

E

F o G

H ° KX

Demonstration of:

memory
hypothetical construdB
i11variant;s and predj_otabili t-.r
working from protocol
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Simple regula·tor:

D

/II

J3

!lz
i

�

I

A

Demonstration of:

/tx:

partly observable system.

feedback (negative)

memory

equ:L1ibriu.:m

e

C
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Homomorphic systems:

Given:

1) A regu.lator Ri

I
2) A mapping

6 : is,

J) A mapping

'l.

O

-;a..

••

=

Ky

A

o

s

r--.111- H

03t-n
Ht O 3t-10 3t-20
4) A mapping :r
which describes the behavior of a machine ll.
• -0 • • •

!Ill

sttl

6 and 7 is a homomorphism of R into M if:

Demonstration of:

isomorphism

homomorphism

a.naJ.ogy
foundations of simulation processes

'

.
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tfarkov source :

0th order

1st order

2nd order
A ° C

Demonstration of:

probability distributions
randomness
regodic and non-ergodic processes
MarkoY chains
entropie and information
measures of uncertainty
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Noisy communication channel:

Signal &
Noise Source

Sender

Receiver

1,
I

0

C

/1x

Demonstration of:

s

0

L

/17

ISr·

decoding and encoding
equivocation
noise
transmission of information
communication
uncertain•ty measures of transmission

18
Error correcting channel:

I

O

B

L

I

O

A

Demonstration of:

D

O

E

redundancy
Shannon's 10th theorem
Hamming distance

19
Homeostatic systems:
Disturbances
Environment

L

Organism

Interaction Component

Control Compdnent

t41z and I) are defined in such a ·way that 'II° becomes effective
takes a state which is outside the limits
if and as long as
acceptable to the organism. 'ltbecomes ineffective if the
"essential values" of the orgMism a.re maintainedo

ISc.

Demonstration of:

homeostasis
ultra stability 9 goal maintenance
creativity and survival
adaptation
probabilistic equilibria

20
Some practical considerations

5

Without going into technical details of' the hardware suitable
f'or BATIC, some requirements derived f'rom the intended usage
can be formulated here, and a f'ew construction ideas be
suggestedo The chapter therefore serves as a very general
gu.ide line for the design of' BATIC's components.
a

The number n of' binary elements in each of' the sets.
n effects BATIC's instructional value insofar as it restricts
the variety within which the device is capable of' representing
various phenomena. The upper limit of' n is largely determined
by the way a mapping/' is stored and introduced into the
respective components .. The number of'_ possible mappings /\I is
nnn, a number which should not be underestimated with respect
to its technical realizability.• If' ., f'or instance, an IBM
punch card with 12x8o positions were to represent such a
mapping, i.e.
� 2920 .
nnn -..;
n can not exoeed 15 .. For the instructional purpose so f'ar
assumed f'or BATIC, this is perfectly adequate. n should 9 hov1ever, not be smaller than 8.

,

b

The mapping

11 w

These mappings serve only a connec�ives, as communication
links between BAfIC's components 9 and require no special
designo They could be realized simply in form of' jump-wires 11
allowing conf'luencs according to the definition of' a mappingo
('

c

The unit

IoJ----+K

Each such units embodies the two inputs, I and J, and the
output K, related by one of the set of possible mappings�uo
In orer to fulfill its minimal objective as a device for
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demonstrating the behavior of' comnunicatively interlinked
components, BATIC necessitates at least three such units o
Each ·unit takes a "program" which induces a specific mapping
A. upon its behavioro vn1atever the for.mat of' this program
may be, it is required that it be (1) easily exchangable
such that various demonstrations can be perf'ormed without
extensive rewiring, and be (2) inexpensively to "write 11
This seems easily accomplished by any kind of punched cardo
Such a card could quickly be inserted into the unit under
consideration and serve as a program. for that unit. I�
something like an IBM: card is used, a low degree of storage
efficiency might he quite acceptable provided that a more
comprehensive coding schema improves readability and reduces
punching errorso When other forms of' representing a mapping
Pu are considered, the difficulties arizing in handling the
large nu..rn.ber of- possible prograJlls should not be ignoredc
0

The input I and J for each such unit has to be manipulated
in two ways: (l) manually, eoga by means of' controi knobs,
switches, or even better by an array of' push-buttons, and
(2) automatically, ioe. by means of a communicative link
to one or two other components of BATICo Note that each set
can take always o ne and only one state at a time, i o e o a
former state must be erased as a new one is takeno Since there
· are tvm ways of determining the input to a given unit 11 and
since it is required that the experimenter always be able to
set the unit's initial state arbitrarily, the manual input
has to have preference over the automatic one o
Is is necessary that each input state is represented visuallyo
An arrangement of small lamps may fully satisfy this
requirement., The arrangement can consist of' two rows, each of
n lamps 9 a square field of' nxn lamps emphasizing the character
of the input as a product set 9 etco K needs no visual
representation on this unite Needless to say that K must be
available at a plug ·l;o be conveyed via /\w to any other input

22
whether of the own or any other unit of BATIC. The unit
may be visualized as follows:

visual. representation
manual. input

r r r r r r r r or r r r r r r r a
00000000

l..._______
___,; \._ __V---1
V

J

d

The unit

L� L

The probabilistic transformation U 9 defined in Lover one
step in time is to assume an �pproximately invariant
probability distribution over the states in Lo It has already
been mentioned that the set of distributions should range
from equal probability of all states (perfect randomness to
a distribution in which the probability of one state
approaches the value oneo As a reasonable minimum 9 between
four and eight such distributions are required for B.A.TIC o
C'-

There are numerous ways in which such a probabilistic source
can be bu11tc A kind of dice wi·th "variable bias 11 is an
obvious case in point although probably difficult to realize
mechanically� A paper tape, bearing punched holes according
to the desired frequency of the states 9 from which the states
are selected at random, is a very simple ex8.T!l.ple o more elegant
solutions are readily availableo
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It should be mentioned that a proper selection of the
connnunicative links A perm.it� _not only to rearrange the
frequencies within the set of n states, but also to
combine f'requencies within them additively.
e

The ,,;Pacing component
The mappings I"' and <ii" are def'ined over time. The units which
em.body one such mapping necessitate coordination so that the
step changes ooou.re simu.ltaneouslyo One of BATIC's components
there:f'ore -,paces. the change a each unit· is programmed to make.
It is required that the oocurence of' SllOh steps in time 1s
manually maniplulable. In addition it would be desirable to
pace these changes automatically in regu.J.ar time intervaJ.s of'
about 0.5 to 1 seconds such that the dynamics implicit in
communication behavior becomes readily apparent& It is of
pa.Famount importance that the change from. one state to the
nex�, the occu.rence of' each step be indicated visu.aJ.ly or
.ac,u;a_tioally o
One way of building su.ch a pacing component is to interpolate
1t with the energy transmission to the coupled units. If the
units which embody/111 and r,, are so designed that a short
interruption of the energy su.pply causes the relays to respond
and ohange to the next of' the programmed states, then the
pacing component is nothing but a switch, when desired
operated mechanicaJ.lYo The indication of whether a change
has taken place can aJ.ao be accomplished in numerous wayso
Probably most advantageous and sufficiently simple would be
a counter the change in state of which could not only
indicate that a step ocCUI?Sd, but aJ.so numerate the states
in questiono This would greatly assist the protocolling of
longer sequenceso Such a counter would need not more than
three to four digitso
A visualization of this component follows on the next

page:
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/I

/

,-------------��::::\/--;-r--- automatic pacing
[Q] lQ1 g) � Q \ (J �--manual pacing .
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:f

The representational. space

erase of counter

ISc0 Ky° Kz

When units are coupled it is of great interest to represent
their compound state visually, for instance, as an element
3
of the 3-dimensional product set
�° Kz of n light bu1bs ..
Each light then represents a triple state of BATIC.. If states
with less then three components are to be represented, or a
behavior is to be projected onto fewer dimensions,'an invarian1
value must be supplied to the remaining setso In either case
the behavior of BATIC's coupled units will appear as a
trajectory through that representationa1 space ..

Kz

0

7.

----x
0

Ih--<:>---<'.)---O---o-�0----.:1---QI (J () 0 0 ()
" .

0

0
0

z
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g A possible totaJ. yiew in working condition:

Representational
Space �I<y-°Kz

I I I I I I I 1 11 I I I I I I I l

IIIIIlIIIII IIIIIII

--,)!1-K
: IoJ
Unit
·
· X X
--x

Unit: ·Ia
.· zJ z__..,...Kz
Unit:

L_..,....L

Pacing :'component

